Global Fiber Optic Cable Assemblies Market, By Cable Length (Custom, Standard), By Mode Types Type (Single Mode, Multiple Mode), By, Product Types (Connectorized Assemblies, Long Length Assemblies, High Complex Breakout Assemblies, Fibre Jumpers), By End Users - Forecast 2023

Market Synopsis of Global Fiber Optic Cable Assemblies Market:

Market Scenario:

The companies such as RF industries (U.S.), Finisar Corporation (U.S), Optec Technology Limited (Hong Kong), Fiber connection Inc. (Canada), Carlisle Companies Incorporated (U.S), are the leading manufacturers of fiber optic cable assemblies in the market. In 2015, RF Industries has acquired Comnet Telecom Supply to expand its fiber-optic cabling capabilities across the world. Comnet is manufacturing network cable products including copper and fiber-optic assemblies.

The multimode cables is gaining huge demand in the market is due to its low cost and it enables to easier to work with other optical components namely fiber connector, fiber adapter and others. The increasing demand of fiber optic cable assemblies is due to its great bandwidth, fast speed, over short distance at the low cost, which are boosting the market growth to the large extent.

The global fiber optic cable assemblies market are bifurcated on the basis of cable length, product types, mode types, end users and region. The cable length are segmented into custom, standard. The mode types are segmented into single mode, multiple mode and others. The product types are segmented into connectorized assemblies, long length assemblies, high complex breakout assemblies, fibre jumpers and others. The end users are segmented automotive, IT & telecommunication, government & defense, industries and others. The region includes North America, Europe, Asia pacific and rest of the world.

The regional analysis of fiber optic cable assemblies market is being studied for region such as Asia pacific, North America, Europe and Rest of the World. North America is one of the leading region across the world in terms of market share in fiber optic cable assemblies market as it has huge demand as it provides much greater bandwidth. The fiber optic cable assemblies market in Europe region is expected to witness rapid growth in the forthcoming period. Whereas, Asia-Pacific countries like China, Japan and India is an emerging market for fiber optic cable assemblies market and expected to be the highest CAGR in the coming years.

The global fiber optic cable assemblies market is expected to grow at USD ~4 Billion by 2023, at ~7% of CAGR between 2017 and 2023.

Global Fiber Optic Cable Assemblies Market
Segments:
The global fiber optic cable assemblies market has been segmented on the basis of cable length, product types, mode types, end users and region.

Global Fiber optic cable assemblies Market By Cable Length:
- Standard
- Custom

Global Fiber optic cable assemblies Market By Mode Types:
- Single-Mode
- Multimode

Global Fiber optic cable assemblies Market By Product Types:
- Connectorized Assemblies
- Long Length Assemblies
- High Complex Breakout Assemblies
- Fibre Jumpers
- Others

Global Fiber optic cable assemblies Market By End Users:
- Automotive
- IT & Telecommunication
- Defense & Government
- Industries
- Others

Global Fiber optic cable assemblies Market By Regions:
- North America
- Europe
- APAC
- Rest Of The World

Key Players:
The prominent players in the global fiber optic cable assemblies market are – RF industries (U.S.), Finisar Corporation (U.S), Optec Technology Limited (Hong Kong), Fiber connection Inc. (Canada), TE Connectivity (Switzerland), Carlisle Companies
Incorporated (U.S), Molex Incorporated (U.S), Amphenol Fiber Systems International (U.S), Delphi Automotive PLC (U.K) and among others.

Intended Audience

- Fiber optic cable assemblies companies
- Fiber optic cable assemblies providers
- Fiber optic cable assemblies distributors
- Research organizations
- Professional service providers
- Research and development companies
- Market research and consulting firms
- Solution providers
- Technology standards organizations
- Technology investors
- System Integrators
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